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Levi-Civita’s 
list  
of  

publications

A huge range 
of topics; 

surprisingly 
only a 

minority 
about the 
absolute 

differential 
calculus. 

I expected 
more in view 

of the famous: 
LC connection 

LC tensor 
LC metric







Einstein’s path towards General Relativity
1905:Special Relativity
ds^2= — c^2 dt^2 + dx^2 + dy^2 +d z^2
1907 Einstein’s Equivalence Principle (EP):  
inertia = gravity
1912 « The speed of light and the statics of the 
gravitational field »
Considers a uniformly accelerated reference 
system (à la Born 1909) and derives (for the first 
time) the « Rindler metric »

Suggests that                                            is 
exact for static, uniform gravitational field and 
that the spatial geometry stays Euclidean for this 
case.

1912 (same paper) Einstein mentions a 
uniformly rotating system and the fact that « π » 
is modified

Later in 1912 expects goi to be linked to motion 
of matter
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All	the	forms of	EP	:

UFF	→		(wrongly)	eliminates SR	Scalar theory

inertia =	gravitation	→	« Rindler metric »→ rotating disk metric→

« Einstein’s EP »	→ laws of	non	gravitational physics must	be generally covariant	in	

« Strong EP »	E=mc2	→	all	forms of	energy must	contribute to	mass,	including gravitational

energy

1912-1913	(Zurich	notebook)

Poisson	eq +	Maxwell	eqs suggests

Tensor calculus,	Riemannian geometry,	Ricci	tensor (with Marcel	Grossmann)

Einstein’s tools in	building	GR	



Einstein’s Zurich	Notebook
Vol	1	The	Genesis	of	General	Relativity edited by	J.	Renn
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EP	→	«Rindler»	ds2=-c2(x)dt2+dx2+dy2+dz2 :	strongly suggests that the	newtonian limit involves

Mach’s principle suggests that (matter)	uniquely determines (inertia)

Conflict with general covariance	(« hole argument »)

Looks	for	an	intermediate (g-dependent)	EP-GR	covariance	groupLinearized version	of	Ricci	

tensor incompatible	with expected Newtonian limit.

Already in	1912-1913	stumbles on

Problem of	the	meaning of	coordinates (especially after SR’s breakthrough)

Unknown contracted Bianchi	identitires

Unknown Noether-type	theorems

Unknown concept	of	connection

No	definition of	manifold	(Weyl	1913	Concept	of	Riemann	surface)

Unfashionable action	principles (even Pauli	in	1921)

No	good	notation,	no	summation convention

Obstacles	towards building	GR
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Semingly impossible	to	satisfy all	the	wished physical and	mathematical requirements with

generally covevariant field equations.

Exclude field equations based on	

Looks	for	theory with restricted covariance	but	energy conservation	and	strong EP

with

With

?	What is the	restricted covariance	group	?

1913	Einstein’s – Grossmann « outline theory »



 Einstein’s October 1914 paper

Einstein looks for field eqs of the type

with the lhs satisfying

deriving from an action principle

with an invariance under a group of «  adapted 
coordinates », larger than linear transformations  

but smaller than all diffeomorphisms



The Einstein-Levi-Civita Correspondence in March-May 1915
In February 1915 Max  Abraham attracts the attention of LC to Einstein’s 
work on generalizing relativity to more general changes of frames and in 

particular on Einstein’s October 1914 paper  (Judith Goodstein, 1983)

This prompts LC to write to  Einstein in March 1915;  Einstein answers very fast:

There ensues an exchange of ~ 2x11 letters between E and LC: 
though LC is criticizing (and putting in doubt) the main claim of E, 

this very technical correspondence is quite friendly and open-minded. 
E is very happy to have attracted the attention of «  an esteemed collegue » , 

but stubbornly defends his reasonings and claims.

In his second letter E writes: «  I would be very glad if you would write to me next time  
in Italian. As a young man I spent over half a year in Italy and at that time I also had the pleasure to visit 
the charming little town of Padua, and I still enjoy making use of the Italian language. »  

In a PS to his 2 April 1915 letter to LC, E adds:  «  I never had a correspondence as interesting as this 
before. You should see how I always look forward to your letters. »



Useful interaction and missed opportunities
In spite of E’s stubborness (see G. Weinstein 2012), this correspondence was 
useful for both correspondents: 
E rethought the basic assumptions of his search for a generalized theory of relativity. 
LC had been prepared to be one of the first important contributors ot GR

Without entering into the details of the technical discussion (which were actually 
quite subtle), let us note two missed opportunities during this discussion: 

1. LC never noticed a basic technical error in E’s calculations, namely (Hilbert Nov. 1915):

2. LC did not mention (did not know ?) that the basic requirement of E for the 
gravitational tensor on the lhs: 
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r⌫Gµ⌫ = 0 was satisfied by  
(contracted Bianchi ids)

Gµ⌫ = Rµ⌫ � 1

2
Rgµ⌫

Gµ⌫ = Tµ⌫

3. LC did not mention (did not realize?, like Hilbert) to E the inconclusiveness of  
his («  hole ») causality argument: invariance under diffeomorphims is not a lack  
of physical causality.
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June –July	1915	Hilbert	invites	Einstein	to	give,	during one	week,	six	2-hour	lectures	on	
General	Relativity.

Hilbert	gets henceforth interested in	incorporating Einstein’s ideas within his attempt
at an	all-encompassing axiomatic approach to	physics (à	la	Gustav	Mie).

4	November 1915	Restricts full	covariance	to	unimodular diffeomorphisms Jacobian=1
Decomposes

and	shows	that derives from an	action	and	admits a	conservation	law.

11	November 1915	shows	that,	under the	assumption Τ =	0,	one	can write the	fully
covariant																														(which can be simplified to	the	4	November form by	
imposing )	

18	November 1915	solves outside the	Sun	to	second	order in	1/c2	
and	finds an	advance of	Mercury’	perihelion equal to	43’’/cy and	an	unexpected
Newtonian limit with .

The	1915	breakthrough
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25	November 1915	He	writes the	general (Τ ≠	0),	final	generally covariant	equations

and	proves (when simplifying the	calculation by	using unimodular coordinates √g=1)	that
they imply the	energy conservation

So	that the	strong EP	is satisfied :	the	source	of	gravity is

The	1915	breakthrough (2)

NB:  Einstein thereby gave a direct computational proof 
of the « contracted Bianchi identity »  

r⌫(Rµ⌫ � 1

2
Rgµ⌫) ⌘ 0
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On 20 November 1915 (after the first three communications of Einstein and before the final

one of 25 November) Hilbert presents a communication to the Göttingen Academy. The

published version of his communication includes both the Einstein-Hilbert action for gravity

and the explicit form of Einstein’s field equations .

For a long time it was concluded that Hilbert had partially « scooped » Einstein in getting first

the final field equations of GR. However, Corry, Renn, and Stachel (1997) found the first

proofs of Hilbert’s paper (December 1915).

These proofs (despite the	theft of	the	a	fraction	of	one	page	!)	show	that :

1. Hilbert	has	substantially amended /	completed his paper between submission and	

publication

2. Hilbert	initially postulated the	necessity of	breaking general covariance

3. Hilbert	correctly postulated the	action																											but	very probably did not	obtain the	

explicit	form of	Einstein’s field equations until he saw Einstein’s last	paper.

The	Hilbert	affair





The notion of parallel transport (1917)
gµ⌫

Rµ⌫⇢�

��
µ⌫rµ

metric

curvature

connection

Gave a deeper understanding of curvature (as non-integrability of parallel transport) 

Opened the way to important generalizations: 
affine connections, general connections, …. 

Developed by many people, notably Weyl, Schouten, Struik, Cartan, 
Einstein, Ehresmann, Yang-Mills, ……

{�µ⌫}



Statica Einsteiniana (1917)
ds
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LC derives the static form of Einstein’s field equations:

[NB: LC calls R^(3)_ĳ-1/2R^(3)g_ĳ the Ricci tensor, and R^(n)_ĳ the Einstein tensor!] 

He then finds explicit solutions with « Bianchi-normal »  three- metrics, notably 
the «  Bertotti-Robinson (1959) » metric (uniform electric field), 

and the cylindrical LC metric (spatial) «  Kasner (1921) » 

Einstein’s letter to LC (Luzern 2 August 1917): 

«  I admire the elegance of your method of calculation. It must be nice 
to ride through these fields upon the horse of true mathematics, while 

the like of us have to make our way laboriously on foot. » 



T. Levi-Civita on Gravitational Waves
 
Caratteristiche e bicaratteristiche delle equazioni gravitazionali di Einstein I, II,
Rend. Accad Naz. Lincei (Sci. Fis. Mat. Nat.) 1(1930) 3, 11

This is an early understanding of the exact propagation properties 
of Einsteinian gravity (i.e gravitational waves), after Darmois (1927) 

but before Stellmacher (1938) and Lichnerowicz (1939). 
A striking fact is that mathematicians had clarified the mathematical 
existence of gravitational waves, while it took many more years for 

physicists to convince themselves of their reality  
(cf Bondi, Pirani, Infeld, … in the 1950’s)



Diracsche und Schrödingersche Gleichungen  
Aus Sitzungsberichte d. Preuss. Akad. d. 
Wiss. Phys.-math. Kl. 1933, 5

Levi-Civita on Dirac’s equation in curved spacetime

According to Hodge’s obituary notice, LC proposed 
to replace Dirac’s first order equations by a set of second-order equations 
which took into account the gravitational field. However, LC’s equations 
are only reconcilable with Dirac’s (in absence of gravity) for special 
electromagnetic fields (purely electric or magnetic).

A missed opportunity  to  apprehend the role of the Ricci rotation 
coefficients (i.e the Levi-Civita connection referred to a moving frame, or vierbien) 

in defining the parallel transport (o=and covariant derivative) of a spinor.



The long-forgotten Ricci rotation coefficients !
In: Méthodes de calcul différentiel absolu et leurs applications 

Ricci, M.M.G.; T., Levi-Civita (Mathematische Annalen 54 , 1901)

an important role is played by the use of a field of orthonormal frames

(vierbein, repere mobile, moving frame) and by the corresponding value

of the (Levi-Civita) connection: the Ricci rotation coefficients:
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This aspect of the «  calcul différentiel absolu »  was not needed in the 
early (second-order) «  metric » formulation of GR by Einstein and others. 

Moreover the 1917 LC definition of parallel transport was also often 
formulated purely in coordinate frames, i.e with 

�

�
µ⌫ rather than �i

j;k or !i
j;µ

The Ricci rotation coefficients played an important role in geometrical 
uses of tensor calculus (notably in the hands of E. Cartan), but became 
important in physics mainly when discussing fermionic fields in curved spaces: 
from Dirac’s equation in curved space, up to modern supergravity theories.



Levi-Civita and the relativistic n-body problem
On 4 September 1936, at the Harvard Tercentenary Conference, gave preliminary 
reports on his ongoing work on the relativistic n-body problem. 
Arthur Eddington attended LC’s talk and was struck by his announced 
discovery of a putative secular acceleration of the center of mass 
of a binary system. This spurred Eddington to reexamine the relativistic n-body 
problem with his student Clark. Eddington-Clark 1938 did not find any secular 
acceleration, after using a corrected version of the n-body dynamics worked 
out by De Sitter 1916. 
LC also corresponded in the spring of 1938 [see Nastasi-Tazzioli 2005] with 
Robertson, who was deriving the consequences of the 2-body dynamics 
derived by Einstein-Infeld-Hoffmann 1938 (submitted 16 June 1937). 

LC published his results in two papers [LC 1937a, LC 1937b] and a book: 
«  Le problème des n corps en relativité générale », sent for publication after 
1939 [LC cites Fock 1939] but published only in 1950 (Mémorial des sciences 
mathématiques CXVI)

LC’s results «  are of a remarkable self-contradictory diversity » (Damour-Schäfer 1988). 
A close study of his works shows that LC never succeeded in getting the correct  
equations of motion for binary systems, neither for the relative, nor for the center of mass 
motion. [This might be linked to the failing health of LC, and the 1938 political trauma.] 
However, one should note several remarkable aspects of LC’s work: 
1. his conceptually very clear exposition of the n-body problem 
2.  the pioneering nature of his work 
3. his clear understanding of the crucial necessity of proving an « effacement property »  
(Brillouin) of the eqs of motion of n, extended self-gravitating bodies. 
These feats assure him a lasting position among the contributors to relativistic dynamics.



Conclusions
• A huge variety of lasting contributions to different fields


• A productive, very gentlemany, correspondence with 
Einstein,  which led to a friendship.


• Among the ~ 40 articles on General Relativity several of 
them have turned out to be lasting contributions (not to 
mention the breakthrough geometrical paper on parallel 
transport)


• Some missed (probably unavoidable) opportunities.


